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This note is submitted by the Director- General in response to the request by

the French Delegation (A3/20) that "appropriate reasons or figures should be

given ... if, on material or financial grounds ... it is not immediately possible

to achieve monthly publication" of the Bulletin of the World Health Organization.

As this question cannot be considered except in relation to other WHO

publications, the occasion is taken to review the whole publications programme

and to give reasons for delays that have occurred, estimates of the probable

output in 1950, and a statement of the editorial staff now available for work on

publications.

1 PROGRAMME PROPOSED BY THE INTERIM COi2vIISSION

Reference is made in A3/20 (pp. 4 -5) to the plans for publications prepared

by the Interim Commission of WHO; these plans represented an attempt to devise

a programme which would at the same time fully meet (a) all inherited publishing

obligations, and (b) what were considered to be the newer publishing needs of WHO.

This programme implied the need for a large editorial staff, of which even a

complete nucleus was not available within the small secretariat of the Interim

Commission.

Apart from the financial limitations with which the Interim Commission

carried out its responsibilities, it was not possible to establj.sh a large

publishing organization for a programme of publications which might not be

endorsed by the First world Health Assembly.
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A gap in publications, corresponding to the interval of over two years,

between the establishment of the Interim Commission and that of the permanent

organization, was therefore hardly to be avoided.

In its Supplementary Report to the First dorld Health Assembly, the Interim.

Commission pointed out ( Off.Rec. l2,'í8) that the publications programme had

fallen behind schedule "as an adequate editorial staff had not been available ",

and that :work 'on the Bulletin and On the International Digest of Health

Legislation had'been "virtually suspended ".

2 ESTABLISH NT. GF THE FERI1ANE,NT ORGANIZATION

For the modified publication: programme (which included only six issues of

the Bulletin in 1949) ultimately submitted by the,Interim Commission to the First

world Health Assembly ( Off.Rec. 10, 49; item 12.2.8.2.13) a staff of 41 members1

was budgeted for under "Editorial Services" (Off.Rec. 10, 50; 12..2.8.2.14),. This

included provision for the editing and production of both the technical

publications and the Official Records, and also for translations.

The manner in which the Assembly approved the 1949 budget - providing for a

programme costing  7,000,000 but voting an expenditure' of only ; 5,000,000 -

involved the necessity of staggering recruitment of staff in all sections of the

Secretariat. For this reason, and because of delays in finding suitably -qualified

. personnel when posts were opened, recruitment of editorial staff proceeded very

slowly, and most of the time of the limited staff available during the early

months of the permanent Organization was devoted to publication of'the Official

Records, which then included reports of expert committees.

A list of publications issued between 1 January and 31 December 1949 is

shown in the Annual Report of the Director -General for 1949 (Off.Rec. 24, .66).

1
Including clerical staff, but excluding stenographers.
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By 30 April 1950, the combined staff of the editorial, translation, and

publication sections number 35 members,2 The staff at present available

for editorial work on the various publications is shown in annex 1.

3 PRCSPLCTS FOR 1950

3.1 Publication to becom 1p eted. It is considered that there is a reasonable

prospect of achieving the following programme of publications in 1950:

Title Languages

Number of Approximate
issues number of

per year pages per year

Bulletin English 4 720
French 4 720

Chronicle English 12 360
French 12 . 360

Spanish 12 360
Russian 12 360

Digest English 4 500

French 4 500,.

Technical Resort Series English 30 boo

French 30 b00

Supplements to Bulltin

iiianual of the_- ----- -._..-
International
Statistical -....,,...
Classification ...
Vol. 1 French. 1 450

Spanish 1 450

Phármaco oea
Iñternationalis English 1 50G

International List of
VD Treatment Centres Bilingual 1 250

v,eekly . piderñioloIical

Record Bilingual . ,52 400

2
Including clerical staff, but excluding stenographers. This figure also

includes 2 posts, the necessity for which was not foreseen when the 1949

budget estimates were prepared in January 1948.
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Epidemiological and Vital
Statistics_Lport Bilingual 12 300

Total Technical Publications 7,430

Official hecords English 7 1,200
-7(73775Z7---J(7s. 23 -29) French 7 1,200

Handbook of Basic
Documents English 1 130
T2nd edition) French 1 130

Handbook of Basic
Documents English 1

Urd9 edition) French 1

Total Official Publications

TOTAL ALL PUBLICATIONS

130

130

21920

10,350

3.2 Other publications. Work on the following publications will have been

considerably advanced in 1950, and some may be completed by the end of the year.

Those which cannot, either because of uncontrollable delays in the

completion of manuscripts or because of staff shortages; :be published in 1950

will have to be completed in 1951. According to the terms of the Financial

Regulations, part of their cost will therefore be a charge on the 1951

publications budget, thus reducing the availability of funds fdr publications

scheduled for 1951.

Chronicle: Chinese edition, The number of pages which will have been published

in 1950 is uncertain.

Manual of the International Statistical Classification ... Vol. 2.

French and Spanish editions. It is certain that much of the material will be in

proof form, but it is possible that publication may not have been completed.I.T.

the end of 1950.
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Pharmaco2oea Internationalis: French and Spanish editions. The publication

of the English edition has been much delayed because of extensive amendments

to monographs made by members of the Expert Committee on the Unification of

Pharmacopoeias. Translation into French and Spanish has been delayed until

definitive English texts are available. It now stems doubtful whether

publication of the French and Spanish editions can be completed in 1950.

Epidemiological Telegraphic Code (Codepid). Because of delay in receipt of

'comments from governments and health administrations, the manuscript of the

Code will not be completed in 1950.

Annual Epidemiological and Vital Statistics. About one -third of the

consolidated volume for 1939 -46 is in proof form. The considerable delay in

the publication of this volume is due to the great difficulties experienced by

some countries in collating statistics for the war years. It is possible that

this publication will appear in 1950. Publication of the 1947 -48 volume cannot

be completed until 1951.

Treatment and Control Manuals)

Statistical Handbooks ) Even should manuscripts be available for

publication under this heading in 1950, it is doubtful whether present

resources would be adequate for their translation, editing and preparation for

press.

4 FREQUENCY OF PUBLICATION OF THE BULLETIN

4.1 Relation of Bulletin of WHO to Bulletin of OIHP. As stated in document

A3/20, the Organization inherited an obligation from OIHP to publish a monthly

bulletin, and in a literal sense this obligation has not been met.

However, it is necessary to take into consideration the fact that, as

proposed by the Interim Commission and agreed by the Health Assembly, material

of a type previously published by OIHP in a single periodical, and in only one

language, is now distributed among several WHO serial publications, each of which

is published in separate English and French editions or bilingually. These
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include the Bulletin, the Digest, the Epidemioical and Vital Statistics Report,

and the Technical Report Series.

The publications programme outlined in section 3 (above) as probably

attainable in 1950 involves the following number of issues and pages of successor

publications of the Bulletin of OIHP.

Title
Issues
in English

Issues Total

issues

Approximate
number of

in French 22=
Bulletin 4 4 8 1,440

Digest 4 4 8 1,000

Technical Report Series 30 30 60 1,200

idemiological and
Vital Statistics Bilingual
Report (12) 12 300

All publications 50 50 88 3,940

Other serial and non -serial publications are shown in section 3 (above).

4.2 Staff implications. In considering the editorial staff required (annex 1),

due consideration should be given to two major difficulties inherent in the

publishing work of an international organization: (a) papes are often prepared

by authors who are not writing in their native language, and much time may have

to be spent in editing such papers for publication, (b) technical papers which

are subsequently published are often originally prepared for consideration by an

expert committee or other advisory body. Some such papers are written in great

haste and require considerable editing, often involving correspondence with the

author.

It has recently been decided to recruit two additional sub -editors. vvith

this increase, it should be possible, in addition to other publishing commitments,

to publish in 1951 six issues of the Bulletin in English and six in French, each

of not less than 120 pages. In order to publish in 1952 twelve issues in both
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languages, a considerable addition to the editorial staff would ne required.

As pointed out in section 4.3 (below), the publication of a single mixed-

language edition of the Bulletin, in place of separate editions in :English and

French, would make possible a considerably increased output without additions to

staff.

4.3 Linguistic implications. As already mentioned, the Bulletin of OIHP was

published in only one language (French), and it was therefore possible to

obtain a relatively high output with a small staff. The publication of separate

editions of the Bulletin (and other publications) of WHO in English and French

almost doubles the cost of printing, increases the volume of translation, and

doubles the amount of detailed editorial work.

One means of considerably increasing the volume of technical information

published in the Bulletin, without a corresponding increase in expenditure,

would be to abandon the practice of publishing two separate editions in the

working languages, and to publish instead a single edition containing articles

either in English or French, according to the language in which they were

originally submitted. With each article, could be included a summary in both

English and French.

In this connexion, it should be noted that it is not the usual practice

for international medical (and other scientific) periodicals to be published in

duplicate editions in different languages. Usually papers are accepted for

publication in two, three, four, or even five languages, and appear in a single

mixed- language edition. (Examples: Acta Physica Biochimia et Biophysica;

Acta Tropica; Cardiologia; Experientia; International Archives of Allergy and

Applied Immunology; Internationale Zeitschrift fair Vitaminforschung; Unio

Internationalis contra Cancrum Acta).

4.4 Availability of material. Although a considerable amount of material has

been available, only a small proportion of it has been considered suitable for

publication in the Bulletin. However, with the maturing of the Organization,
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suitable material is being made available at an increasing rate, and it is

estimated that it may not be possible to publish in the Bulletin in 1950 all

suitable articles and monographs received. If more time were available for

investigation and planning, the amount of suitable material could doubtless be

increased considerably.

5 BIBLIOGRAPHICAL L SgCTION OF THE BULLETIN

The terms of the Rome Agreement of 1907 did not oblige OIHP to publish

abstracts in its Bulletin, but merely "indications bibliographiques " +hen the

Bulletin of OIHP started publication, few of the present abstracting services

were in existence. The present position is entirely different.

Not only has the volume of periodical publications on medical and health

subjects vastly increased,3 but exten3.ve abstracting services covering the

fields dealt with in the bibliographical section of the Bulletin of OIHP have

come into being. Among these may be mentioned the Bulletin of Hygiene, the

Tropical Diseases Bulletin, several sections (e.g. "medical, microbiology and

hygiene "; "dermatology and venereo7_ogy "; "tuberculosis and pulmonary diseases ")

of Excerpta Medica, and Abstracts of 6Jorld Medicine. Scientific papers with an

important bearing on public health are also abstracted in Biological Abstracts,

the Bulletin de l'Institut Pasteur, and (: :hemical Abstracts.

To include in the Bulletin of WHO an abstracting section which would make a

serious contribution to present abstracting literature would be a costly and

onerous undertaking, and would duplicate the work of existing agencies. In

this connexion it should be pointed out that LrBO and UNESCO are jointsponsors of

3 The extent of this problem is indicated by the decision recently taken to
suspend publication, after sevenryéars óf its existence, of the Index

Catalo ue of the Array Medical Libra ('rtiashington, D.C.), hitherto regarded
as one of the indispensable tools of medical bibliography. It was estimated
that if indexing of new material stopped it would, at the current rate of
progress, have taken twenty-three years to complete publication of references

already accumulated.
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a committee established to'reduce duplication of work among different

abstracting agencies (Co- ordinating Committee on. Abstracting and

Indexing in the Medical and Biological Sciences).

As a possible alternative, brief annotations might be included in

some cases.. Such annotations could indicate (a) whether a paper included

original observations or whether it was merely a review of literature,

(b) the authorts official position and the institution in which the work

was done (where these data were included), (e) whether the article included

an adequate bibliography.

6 INI' ERNATIONAL DIGEST OF HEALTH LEGISLATION. The content form, and

periodicity of the Digest are discussed in a separate paper (A3/32). In

document A3/20 (p. 7), the following suggestions are made:

(a) The Digest should be printed on thinner paper.

(b) Smaller, and more closely -set, type should be used.

The Digest is at present printed in 10 /10 type. If it were printed

in 8/8 type on a thinner paper there would be an estimated saving of

up to 20% on the cost of printing and. paper. The size of type used at

present was chosen for its legibility.

(c) That,the Digest should be issued in the form of separate

fascicles. Whether this should be done depends on decisions yet to

be taken on.the form of the Digest (see document A3/32). The.ratio

of the cost of various forms of publication is shown below:

Bound form alone . 410  . ..  
Fascicle form alone .. .. . .

.. .. .. 100

,. 110

Half the edition in bound and half in fascicle form 117

(d) That WHO. should subscribe s stematicall to officialj ournals

and bulletins. An attempt has been made to estimate the cost of

such sùbscriptions, but as most of the official journals and bulletins

examined do not bear a statement of the subscription cost, the

information at present available is very incomplete.

No subscriptions have hitherto been entered for such publications,
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in view of the obligations of Member States under Article 63 of the

Constitution (see document A3/32).

7 CHRONICLE OF THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION. The Chronicle is

considered to be the most suitable medium for presenting to professional

health workers reliable information on the work of the Organization.

Moreover, an extensive and increasing use is being made by the medical

press, with and without acknowledgement, of the material published in the

Chronicle.

The Chronicle also serves an important function in drawing the attention

of professional health workers to other 'WH0 publications, notably the

Bulletin and the Technical Resort Series.

It is believed that the Chronicle would be inadequate to these purposes

if the number of pages per issue were reduced below the present level.

8 THE PROBLEM OF LANGUAGES AND OF TRANSLATION. Reference to this

subject is made in document A3/20 (pp. 13 -14).

8.1 Bulletin. The possibility of publishing a, single mixed- language

edition of the Bulletin is discussed in section 4.3 (above).

8.2 Chronicle. The Chronicle is at present published in each of the

five official languages. The total distribution list for the Russian

edition of the Chronicle contains only 98 addresses. The Chinese edition

of the Chronicle is over a year in arrears.

8.3 Out ut and qualit of translations. The total number of standard

typescript pages translated in 1949 amounted to 13,438 (Off.Rec. 24, 68),

or approximately 3 1/4 million words.

By the end of 1949, the translation section included the following

staff (fortified by temporary translators during sessions of the Assembly

and the Executive Board):



Chief of section

Secretary

.. . , .. . . 1

.  . 4 is     1

Translators into French(from English and
other languages) ,.

Translators into.English.(from French and
other languages)  . .. .. .. 2

Translator-into Russian, and from Slavonic and
other languages into French ,. ..._.,_, ., . ., 1
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Because of budgetary limitations, there is no provision for full-time

revisers in the section. Revision of translations is undertaken by the

chief of the section, with the assistance, when. they are not themselves en-

gaged in translating, of two senior translators.

The section often works under great pressure, especially in the .

preparation at very short notice of translations of documents for expert

committees and organizational meetings.

Translations cover as wide a range of subjects as the interests of

the Organization, and the material is often of a highly technical character.

Moreover, the original documents from which the translations are made have

often themselves been prepared in great haste.

It is natural that translations prepared for official purposes, and

also translations of technical material, should tend to be literal, as a

freer treatment would favour the introduction of errors of substance,.

More- polished translations could b e produced by more careful revision of

texts. This would involve.an increase in the staff of the section for the

same output of translations. . (The increasing demands being made upon the

section will, in any case, necessitate increases)
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STAFF OF EDITORIAL SECTION AS AT 30 APRIL 1950

Special and supervis-
ory staff whose duties

Staff for Staff for are common too both
English edition French edition editionsTitle of publication

Bulletin

Chronicle

ANNEX I

Technical Report Series)

)

Non -serial publications)
(e.g. Manual of the ) 1 Asst.Editor
International )

St á stical ) 2 Sub- editors

Classification ... )

)

Pharmacopoea ')

Internationalis,etc.)

1 Medical Editor'
1 Mediçal Editor (half

1 Asst..Editor(ej )

1 Editorial Clerk

1 Asst.Editor* 1 Editor -supervisor

2 Sub -editors** 1 Editorial Clerk

(Members of the above staff also give assistance, on request, to secretaries
of expert committees in the presentation of expert committee reports.)

Digest 1 Sub-editor 1 Sub -editor 1 Medical Editor
(half-time)

Official Records )

1 Asst. Editor 1 Asst. Editor 1 Editor- supervisor
Handbook of Basic) 2 Sub -editors . 2.Sub- editors 1 Editorial Clerk

Documents )

(Editorial staff engaged on Official Records also undertake, with temporary
extra staff, the production of verbatim records and minutes of organizational

meetings.)

* Also performs editorial work on the Spanish edition of the Chronicle.

** One of these sub- editors also performs editorial work on the Russian edition
of the Chronicle

3* This officer spends approximately 1/3 of his time on general duties in the
Editorial Section.

No yet appointed.

NOTE The Weekly Epidemiological Record and Epidemiological and Vital Statistics
Report are not included here, as they are produced by the Division of EpidemiolAgy,
the Division of Editorial and Reference Services only providing translations and
occasional editorial assistance for articles.

Responsibilities of editorial staff in regard to the publications listed above vey.
With an occasional exception,all the material for the Chronicle is written in the
Editorial Section. For special non- serial publications,such as the Manual of the
International Statistical Classification of Diseases,Injuries and Causes of Death

and the Pharmacópoea Internatioñalis,the editorial staff has the routine
responsibilities of a publisher.


